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About This Content

This DLC provides the following rewards:

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 2: Recombination.

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 3: Keystone.

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 4: Lockdown.

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 5: Pulse.

 An equippable in-game "supporter" badge.

 A permanent 20% Ranked Play cosmetic loot bonus.

 The "Sweet Treat Steelsplitter" unit skin.

 The golden pass—unlimited free golden Ranked Play tickets.

 2000 shards and 5 Power Cores (for unlocking skins/emotes.)
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You'll be given an option to activate these rewards as soon as you log into Prismata after purchasing the DLC. The rewards can
only be applied to one single Prismata username.
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Title: Prismata Founder's Edition DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Lunarch Studios Inc.
Publisher:
Lunarch Studios Inc.
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018
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Simply in love with this game. There is zero rng apart from who goes first (player 2 is slightly favored 52\/48). People say it's a
card game\/rts hybrid. In my opinion there is zero card game in this other than the aesthetic side of it. There is no deck. Neither
are there classes, both players are identical to each other. Now you may ask, "wouldn't this get boring"? Well it sure would if
there wasn't a catch.

In each match there are the 11 base set units and a set of random units. Usually between 5 and 11 random units, depending on
settings. This makes each match unique and you have to make up your strategy on the fly. There is also quite a large amount of
single player content right now, with a lot more coming. The campaign and combat training together are a great tutorial. Once
you are done with those you can fight bots of multiple difficulties or hop on to casual matches.

There is also a great amount of material on the internet to make you a better player. https:\/\/prismatalibrary.blog\/ 
https:\/\/prismata.gamepedia.com\/Prismata_Wiki http:\/\/107.170.7.25\/prismata\/index.html

I haven't touched any other game since I bought this a while ago. Upgraded to Grand Centurion supporter tier in game to show
my support. Definitely did not do it for the skins Kappa. Simply in love with this game. There is zero rng apart from who goes
first (player 2 is slightly favored 52\/48). People say it's a card game\/rts hybrid. In my opinion there is zero card game in this
other than the aesthetic side of it. There is no deck. Neither are there classes, both players are identical to each other. Now you
may ask, "wouldn't this get boring"? Well it sure would if there wasn't a catch.

In each match there are the 11 base set units and a set of random units. Usually between 5 and 11 random units, depending on
settings. This makes each match unique and you have to make up your strategy on the fly. There is also quite a large amount of
single player content right now, with a lot more coming. The campaign and combat training together are a great tutorial. Once
you are done with those you can fight bots of multiple difficulties or hop on to casual matches.
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